Ne-Yo Celebrates Celebrity
Engagement
and
Baby
Announcement

By Mackenzie Scibetta
It’s a happy day for celebrity love as Ne-Yo and his
girlfriend Crystal Renay announced they are transforming their
Hollywood relationship into a celebrity engagement!
UsMagazine.com reported not only their engagement, but also
the exciting news that they are expecting a child together!
This celebrity pregnancy will be Ne-Yo’s first child with his
fiance, although he has already fathered two children from a
previous engagement. Ne-Yo shared his joy with the world
through twitter and instagram saying they planned to be

married next year.

There’s a celebrity wedding and
baby on the way! What are some
creative ways to announce your
engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
With social media use increasing every day, posting online is
the most popular way to announce an engagement. You want this
milestone in your life to be remembered forever so Cupid is
here to help you post a memorable and unique engagement
announcement:
1. Photo shoot: You can hire a professional photographer to
capture this unforgettable moment or you can simply set up
your smart phone to host your own photo shoot of you and your
fiance that you can post online. Incorporate items specific to
you and your loved ones relationship and let the photos
capture the dynamic and personality of your relationship.
Related Link: Married Celebrity Couple Jennifer Aniston and
Justin Theroux Head Back to Work Post-Wedding
2. Write with a sense of humor: You can take a cue from Ne-Yo,
who wrote “#FromTheHorsesMouth” at the end of his engagement
tweet, and take a playful approach to your announcement.
Sayings like “Keep Calm ’cause he put a ring on it” or “Eat
Drink and Soon to be Married” are a cute ways to announce your
engagement without being too flashy.
Related Link: Hayden Christensen Opens Up About Naming His
Celebrity Baby Daughter Briar Rose
3. Create or use an existing engagement poem: Pinterest is

full of poem ideas and examples so you can find one that suits
your engagement, whether you’re looking for funny, sincere, or
heart-warming. If you or your loved one loves to write then
creating your own engagement announcement poem could be a fun
activity to try out as a newly engaged couple.
How did you tell family and friends that you were engaged? Let
us know in the comments below.

